Resiniferatoxin: an ultrapotent selective modulator of capsaicin-sensitive primary afferent neurons.
Resiniferatoxin (RTX) has been shown to function as an ultrapotent analog of capsaicin. It is reported here that RTX, like capsaicin, acts selectively on primary sensory neurons in rats to produce ultrastructural alterations and calcitonin gene-related peptide depletion. To evaluate RTX actions on capsaicin-sensitive nociceptors of vagal origin in the lung, the activation and desensitization of the pulmonary chemoreflex in both rats and cats were examined. In rats, RTX (2 ng-5 micrograms/kg i.v.) failed to elicit the full reflex triad (apnea, systemic hypotension and bradycardia); RTX did, however, desensitize the pulmonary chemosensitive receptors to capsaicin and phenyldiguanide. This effect is not achievable upon acute capsaicin treatment. RTX pretreatment (300 micrograms/kg s.c.) of rats also abolished the neurogenic edema formation, another response mediated via capsaicin-sensitive vagal fibers, in rat trachea to challenge either by capsaicin or ether. The effect of electrical stimulation of vagal nerve was not impaired after RTX injection, indicating that RTX desensitized only the capsaicin-sensitive pathway whereas the parasympathetic pathway remained unaltered. In cats, unlike in the rat, the full pulmonary chemoreflex occurred in response to 0.1 micrograms/kg RTX. It is concluded that RTX is a selective probe for capsaicin-sensitive neural pathways but the spectrum of action of the two compounds is not identical. The failure of RTX to provoke the pulmonary chemoreflex in the rat, which is the main limiting factor in the use of capsaicin, suggests a further advantage to the use of RTX for probing capsaicin-sensitive neural pathways.